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Abstract: 

India is one of the strange lands with exclusive cultural, literal, geographical and religious 

features. This diversity has attracted numerous immigrants towards India. Iranians have 

always been of those who paid a special attention to this vast, green and various territory. 

Iranian artists, poets and writers have been deeply affected from India. Poets are artists who 

have paid a special attention to India and have used special Indian customs, like burning the 

dead, burning the woman after her husband death, respecting animal like cow as a sacred 

animal and so on in their poem to express their thoughts. This essay is to show a part of this 

various usage in Iranian Poets works. 
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Discussion: 

Some believe that Iranians have chosen the name India, a green territory called ‘Baharat’ in 

Sanskrit. India is a peninsula in south Asia, separated by Himalaya Mountains from northern 

neighbors, i.e China, Tebet, Bootan, Nepal and Himalaya Mountains. This country is divided 

into three distinguishing areas: 1) Himalaya mountains, 2) Send and Gang Rivers 

Area,3)Southern Plateau area (Hekmat,1337:2). 

India has its own special climate. Although climate of that hot area is hot, but a raining 

season has a specific on it. Most of human races can be seen in this land. Ethnologists have 

distinguished five prominent races in India: 1)Nigotio, 2)Vidid, 3)Mediteranean, 4)Indid and 

5)Mongolian. 

It is vivid that these areas have mixed together during the centuries and made the current 

residents of the India: (Ibid,6). The basic law of India has announced Indian language with 

Riongari Alphabets as the formal language in India, but English was selected for the official 

purposes for a while. 

India is known as the land of religious,A ithough this country is formally scholar and 

unreligious, and its basic law has not determined any religion as formal, but spiritual life in 

this country has special features. More than 80% of India’s are Hindu. After Hinduism, Islam, 

Christianity, Seek, Chinese, Buddhism and zartoshtrianism and soon come next. Apart for 
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some ancient beliefs like Totamism, Fetishism, Animism and voodo and natural worship. 

Veda is th e 

oldest civilized and basic religioun in india and other religions like beramanism,jeenism, 

Seekis and Buddhism are akind of reform of vida and the common doctrine of all these 

religions is the basic principles of Veda(Berzenoni:1390). 

India has many cultivatable aras with various climate and also vast alluvial flats such as 

(pinjab, Jimna,Gajarat flats and Gang valley. Appropriate climate conditions in India have 

always been positive reasons to attract different groups to this land 

The existence of ample water and prolific land have made it as an attractive center for 

immigrants. In addition, the mountains of the northern region and eastern and western waters 

have made this peninsula as a target for all immigrants who arrive there. (Irshad, 1365: 79). 

Among various ethnics who have moved to India throughout history are Iranians. The 

cultural and social connections between these two countries have deep historical root and 

date back to 3000 B.C. after the claps of the Hakamaneshids, most of Iranian craftsmen and 

artists moved to Indi. This immigration continued after the collapse of the Sassanid and the 

progress of Islam. Iran history shows that Iranians have immigrated to India after some 

critical circumstances and foreign attacks like of the Greeks, Arabs, Tatars, Teimorids and 

Afghans. Cultural and literal connection between Iran and India exist even before Islam. 

Works like Panjtantare(kelile o Demne) which is translated from Sanskrit into Pahlavi is an 

instance of suchcultural relationship. At the time of King Mahmud Ghaznavi, when India was 

attacked by him, Persian language was successfully moved to his country and stayed there 

forever and made a proper refuge for poets and writers. But doubtlessly, one of the most 

offensive eras of Iran and India’s history is the Safavids period, in which numerous Iranians 

including writers, poets and artists moved to India and established one of Persian styles called 

‘Hindi style’. Edward Brown believes that ‘the high interest of these kings, princes and their 

courage and spending money caused majority of Iranian poets and writers from literal 

centers, like Shiraz, Isfahan and Kashan to leave these unthrived centers and move to India 

and gain a respect were deprived from in their own country (Brown,1366: 15). 

When the Safavid government established, Persian language was spreading. On one hand this 

language expanded to Balkan Penisula in Europe after the Osmanids and on the other hand 

the kings of India, Gajrat and Keshmir were supporters for Persian. Also, even the Ozbaks 

and Mongolians in beyond amoodaryato the middle of Asia tended to learn and speak Persian 

(Safa.1363:432). Many Iranian poets were Attracted to the courts and moved to India to make 

better life. This caused these poets to break up with their past and present culture and to rite 

poem in different atmosphere. These poets and writers got familiar with the culture of India 

and mentioned the special cultural features of this new land. Beliefs, customs and traditions 

of India which are various, changed into a bed for carrying out these poets’ thoughts. These 

effects are more obvious in the Safavids period when India style was current. Of course 

Indian issues have always been reflected in various Persian poetry eras. 

It can be stated that Khaghani Shervani, the grate poet in 6
th

 century, is one of the prominent 

poets who mentioned India too much in his works. As for the others, to him is the land of 

idealism. Hindus who are the believers of the ancient religion of India is sometimes used in 

the meaning of servant. In addition, every black issue, like black cloth, black hair is used as 

guard too, since Indian servants used to be used as guards. In some poet works, like in 
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Khaghani, the eye Hindu was as the eye apple. Indian sword was famous as well. But poets in 

safavids period or Hindi style have mentioned Indians customs and traditions, because of 

their immigration to this land and familiarity with its customs and traditions. 

One of the controversial customs is ‘Seti’ in which the woman will be burned after her 

husband’s death. Aliasghar Hekmatsays: ‘women have special condition in Indian society. 

According to Hinduism laws, the woman has no personality or freedom in comparison to the 

man. Mano, the religious Indian law, considers woman as the man follower from cradle to 

grave. When the widow gets old, she should follow her son. (Hekmat, 1377:565) 

The family style in India is affected by the conditions and the features of traditional society. 

For instance, divorce was not common in India because in Hinduism, like in Catholism, 

divorce was not existing and it was believed that marriage between men and women is 

heaven issue and consequently the cannot get divorced. In Hinduism, when the man dies, the 

woman should be burned after him. This way, it seems they are not separated even after death 

(Ibnoldin Hamidi.1390: 25). 

‘This custom was common in India and it is even secretly current between some dogmatic 

Hindus in some regions. They burn the wife with his died husband and believe that this 

woman had done some big sins in his previous life. So God has punished her husband death 

(Hekmat 1377: 266). 

Ahli Shirazi, one of Hindi style poets has used this costume in one of his lyrics for a romantic 

theme, ignoring that if a lover burns himself, it is optional and with love, while the poor 

Indian women do this unwantedly. 

A lover who does not burn himself as the Indian women, he is not called a man, and he is an 

embarrassment for women (Ahli Shirazi, 1369.9) 

This Shirazi poet has mentioned this custom in another couple and has used it for a romantic 

theme, too: 

How can be your man, one who is less than an Indian woman. A lover who did not go into 

fire lively, is not your man (Ibid,24). 

Sheikh Bahayi in his Kashkool has used this custom for a mystic theme. This poet believes 

that a lover who does not go into fire lively cannot be called a real lover. 

Where lovers burn themselves lively into fire, maybe the man of god is less than an Indian 

woman (Sheykh Bahayi,1383:590). 

Another Indian custom which is paid attention to by Hindi style poets and ports after them, is 

burning dead people. In this custom which is still current between Indians, they burn their 

dead people and throw their bones and ash into Gang River, after three days. 

Among Hindi style poets, Saeb Tabrizi has paid more attention to this custom and used it for 

various subjects. In the first example of his poem, this poet is complaining from loneliness 

and the disregard of people around: 

Putting flower on my soil after my death looks like an Indian who burns his beloved with 

sandal (Saeb, 1375, 1532). 
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In this case, there is no difference for the dead person to have a flower in his grave or not. In 

fact, the poet needs his beloved attention in his life not after death. 

In another didactic couple, Saeb called one who collects money as a black-faced, which 

coordinates Hindo in the second part of the line. To the poet, someone who collects money 

looks like an Indian who collects wood for burning himself: 

Every black-faced who tries in collecting money, looks like an Indian who collects wood to 

burn himself (Ibid: 2915). 

In another couple Saeb has used this tradition for lyric theme: 

How can I turn my eyes from the burning face of my beloved, since I am a Hindu who dies to 

burn (Ibid). 

Kalim Hamadani, another poet in Hindi style, has mentioned this custom: 

Neither Hindo remained nor the idol house in India, just the butterfly burns in India (Kalim, 

1396: 172). 

In a couple an eulogy ode, the above mentioned poet said: 

Islam has so strengthened by him that Hindu is burning from sadness. (Ibid). 

Bidel Dehlavi, the great poet in Azim Abad, India< who is completely familiar with these 

customs and has closely observed them, has mentioned this custom and believed that misery 

is an issue cannot be removed from someone by his effort: 

Misery cannot be removed by someone’s effort, unless the fire makes the dead Indian alive 

after his death (Bidel, 1386:1986). 

Fayaz lahiji, another famous poet in Hindi style and Safavid period, has said in a beautiful 

couple about his beloved, in which he mentions the story of Sheikh Sanan: 

The beloved face calls muslims to burn Quran and her hair shows the fire to the Hindu (Fayaz 

lahiji 1369, 145). 

Another belief of the Iranians is worshiping much of the animals and considering them as 

sacred, including cow, monkey and snake. Ali Asghar Hekmat stated that: ‘the female cow is 

th most sacred animal to the Indians and they consider it as a symbol of all Gods. They 

consider everything in this animal as sacred even its urine and stool. They believe that cow 

has a high grade in heaven. Brahma has created the cow and Brahmas at the same day and 

considered both of them as sacred equally. This is why killing a cow is as guilty as killing a 

Brahman. All six groups and four casts of Indian worship it and consider eating its meat as a 

big sin, like eating a human meat (Hekmat, 1377:200). 

Among Hindi style poets, Bidel Dehlavi and Kalim Hmadani and among poets after them, 

adibolmalek farahani have refered to this Indian belief in their works. 

Using the old belief which says that the earth is situated on the horn of cow, Kalim says: 

Each building bothers the Indians, since they believ that these building bother the cow 

(Kalim, 1369:145). 
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Bidel has also used this custom to present mystic themes: 

Killing the fancy people is not a mistake for wise people, if the Barhaman makes a red belt 

out of the blood of the cow (Ibid: 744). 

Conclusion: 

India, a land full of god blesses, has attracted many immigrants throughout centuries. its 

religions diversity, climate, races, customs and beliefs have made a significant reference for 

artists. During Persian literature history, Iranian poets and writers have been inspirited by this 

land in creating their temes in their works. Persian poetry has got affected by this land. From 

the beginning of the Persian poem up to the Safavids period, when this effect reached to a 

peak, poets have used India and its own issues in their works, which is shown in this essay. In 

the Safavids period some special Indian customs, like burning the dead people, burning the 

woman after his husband’s death, worshiping the cow and so on have been used in the Hindu 

style poets’ works to show the poets’ view, regardless to this point that these customs are 

good or bad. In fact, they used these customs to show their lyric, didactic, mystic and to like 

points of view. 
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